AREA COMPLEX B-TYPE QUARETR UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
RAMNAGAR, NHS-TYPE QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR COLLIERY
SUKHBAZAR, NHS-TYPE QUARTER, UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
MANDERBONI, A-TYPE AND NHS-TYPE QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
LOTANIASTHAN COLONY, NHS-TYPE QUARTER AT KHOTTADIH COLLIERY UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
PANTHAGAR A-TYPE, B-TYPE QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
KHOTTADIH OFFICERS COLONY, C-TYPE QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
AB PIT COLONY NHS QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR COLLIERY
S.S. UNIT AT PANDAVESWAR COLLIERY NHS QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
SUHBAZAR NHS QUARTER AT KHOTTADIH UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
AB PIT COLONY NHS QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
S.S UNITS NHS QUARTER AT PANDAVESWAR COLLIERY UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
PIT COLONY AT KHOTTADIH COLLIERY NHS-TYPE UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
PURE SAMLA NHS-TYPE QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
GOGLA COLLIER NHS-TYPE QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
PANTHNGAR C-TYPE QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
PIT COLONY AT KHOTTADIH NHS (BLOCK NO-10,11) UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
MANDERBONI LOCOLINE NHS QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
MADHAIPUR NHS QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
KHOTTADIH A-TYPE QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
AREA HQ B-TYPE QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
SHIV MANDIR DHOWRAH NHS QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
B-TYPE QUARTER NEAR MADHAIPUR AGENT OFFICE UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
6 NO. DHOWRAH AT MADHAIPUR COLLIERY UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
6 NO DHOWRAH AT MADHAIPUR UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA
MASZID DHOWRAH NHS QUARTER UNDER PANDAVESWAR AREA